Based on 88 million Υ (4S) → BB decays collected by the BABAR experiment at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy B factory at SLAC, we report preliminary results of four analyses which investigate semileptonic charmless B decays, B → X u ℓν. Deeper understanding of all aspects of these decays will improve the determination of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element |V ub |. In events in which one B meson decay to a hadronic final state is fully reconstructed, the semileptonic decay of the second B meson is identified by the detection of a charged lepton. By measuring the spectrum of the invariant mass of the hadronic system X u (M X ), we derive the branching fraction B(B → X u ℓν) = (2.53 ± 0.29(stat.) ± 0.26(sys.)
+0.69
−0.41 (theo.)) × 10 −3 . The two-dimensional distribution of M X and q 2 , the squared lepton-neutrino invariant mass, is used to derive the partial branching fraction for M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 , q 2 > 8 GeV 2 /c 4 to be ∆B(B → X u ℓν) = (0.88 ± 0.14(stat.) ± 0.13(sys.) ± 0.02(theo.)) × 10 −3 . From these two measurements we can extract |V ub | = (4.77 ± 0.28(stat.) ± 0.25(sys.)
+0.65
−0.39 (theo.)) × 10 −3 and |V ub | = (4.92 ± 0.39(stat.) ± 0.36(sys.) ± 0.46(theo.)) × 10 −3 , respectively. We use the same sample to extract the true M X distribution for B → X u ℓν events, with the goal of comparing it with theoretical models. We also identify several exclusive charmless semileptonic B decays, and measure the branching fractions B(B → πℓν) = (1.08 ± 0.28(stat.) ± 0.16(sys.)) × 10 −4 and B(B → ρℓν) = (2.57 ± 0.52(stat.) ± 0.59(sys.)) × 10 −4 using isospin and quark model constraints. We also set limits on B(B − 
Introduction
The principal physics goal of the BABAR experiment is to establish CP violation in B mesons and to test whether the observed effects are consistent with the predictions of the Standard Model (SM). CP violating effects result in the SM from an irreducible phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix which describes the couplings of the charged weak current to quarks. An improved determination of the absolute value of the matrix element |V ub |, the coupling strength of the b quark to the u quark, will contribute critically to tests of the consistency of the angles of the unitarity triangle of the CKM matrix.
The extraction of |V ub | is a challenge both for theory and experiment. Experimentally, the main problem is the separation of b → uℓν decays from the more abundant b → cℓν decays. Selection criteria applied to achieve this separation generally make the theoretical extrapolation to the full decay rate more difficult. Theoretically, inclusive semileptonic rates can be calculated reliably at the parton level. However, the dynamics of B meson decays depend on the b quark mass and its motion inside the meson. Calculations of the decay rate rely on operator product expansions (OPE) in inverse powers of the b quark mass. These depend on the choice of renormalization scale and include non-perturbative contributions, resummed into the so-called shape function (SF), which introduce model uncertainties. Exclusive branching fractions can also be related to |V ub |, although with large errors. In addition, the as yet poorly known dynamics of the decays introduce large uncertainties in the determination of the efficiencies of the selection criteria. To reduce these uncertainties we apply as loose selection criteria as possible to exclusive B → X u ℓν decays 6 .
At the Υ (4S) resonance, events with a reconstructed B decay to hadronic final states are an optimal environment for the study of semileptonic decays of the second B meson. The relatively small backgrounds allow for loose selection criteria and reduce the uncertainty in the extrapolation to the full decay rate. Moreover, the fact that the B momentum is known allows us to isolate the signal in several regions of phase space and perform different measurements with relatively uncorrelated theoretical and experimental uncertainties. The kinematic variables considered in this paper are M X , the invariant mass of the hadrons X, and q 2 , the squared invariant mass of the two leptons. The main background from B → X c ℓν decays is located at high values of M X and low values of q 2 , while the B → X u ℓν signal events extends to low M X and high q 2 values (see Fig 1) .
In this paper we present several preliminary results that extend the |V ub | analysis published by BABAR in Ref. [1] . These new studies are based on the same analysis strategy and data set. They are motivated by the recent discussion on the theoretical uncertainties to be assigned to the measurement of |V ub |, see for instance [2, 3, 4] and by the possibility of studying exclusive charmless decays with high purity. This paper presents four separate results:
• A |V ub | measurement is performed utilizing the M X spectrum, as in Ref. [1] , following the approach from De Fazio and Neubert [5] referred to as "DFN" in the following. An updated estimate of the SF parameters is used for the extrapolation to the full phase space. This analysis will be referred to as the "M X " analysis.
• A determination of the true M X spectrum with detector effects unfolded ("unfolding" analysis). This spectrum allows for a direct comparison with theoretical models and with more statistics will be able to constrain the SF parameters. We determine the cumulative M X distribution, as well as the first and second mass moment of the M X distribution. • A |V ub | measurement is performed by utilizing the two-dimensional distribution of M X and q 2 and by following the approach of Bauer, Ligeti and Luke [6] , referred to as "BLL" in the following. This analysis, which will be referred to as the "M X -q 2 " analysis, requires the determination of the partial branching fraction in limited regions of the phase space.
• A measurement of branching fractions for exclusive charmless semileptonic B decays. In this case the semileptonic decay is identified by a charged lepton, and the hadronic state is exclusively reconstructed. We analyze the following decay modes:
A review of the previous measurements of |V ub | is given in Ref. [4] . The measurements reported here are either based on novel techniques or have smaller uncertainties than the existing ones. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the detector, the data sample and the Monte Carlo simulation including a description of the theoretical model on which our efficiency calculations are based. Section 3 describes the aspects common to all analyses presented here. Section 4 presents a new interpretation of the published M X analysis that takes the latest theoretical developments into account. Section 5 discusses the results of the M X spectrum unfolding (on the whole q 2 range). Section 6 shows the details and the results of the M X -q 2 analysis, while Section 7 shows the results for an alternative set of SF parameters. Finally in Section 8 we present the measurement of exclusive B → X u ℓν branching fractions.
Data Sample and Simulation
The data used in this paper were recorded with the BABAR detector [7] at the PEP-II collider in the period October 1999-September 2002. The total integrated luminosity of the data set is 81.9 fb −1 collected on the Υ (4S) resonance. The corresponding number of produced BB pairs is 88 million. We use Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the BABAR detector based on GEANT [8] to optimize selection criteria and to determine signal efficiencies and background distributions.
Simulation of B → X u ℓν decays
Charmless semileptonic B → X u ℓν decays are simulated as a combination of both three-body decays to narrow resonances, X u = π, η, ρ, ω, η ′ , and decays to non-resonant hadronic final states X u . Figure 2: ∆χ 2 = 1 contours for the fit to b → cℓν moments in Ref. [9] (green) and the b → sγ photon energy spectra in Belle [12] (red) and CLEO [4] (blue). Dots represent the best χ 2 points.
The simulation of the inclusive charmless semileptonic B decays into hadronic states with masses larger than 2m π is based on a prescription by De Fazio and Neubert [5] (DFN), which calculates the triple differential decay rate, where
The original DFN paper [5] suggested that the SF parameters could be related to the operator product expansion parameters by m B −Λ SF = m b and λ SF 1 = −µ 2 π . Since there is currently no consensus on these relationships (see for instance Refs. [2, 3] ) we choose to use the values ofΛ SF and λ SF 1 extracted from the b → sγ spectrum by CLEO [4] . Fitting the spectrum to simulated samples with different SF parameters allows us to create a ∆χ 2 = 1 contour, shown in Figure 2 , which we use to estimate theoretical uncertainties. The point with minimum χ 2 corresponds toΛ SF = 0.545 GeV/c 2 and λ SF 1 = −0.342 GeV 2 /c 4 . In the simulation the hadron system X u is produced with a non-resonant and continuous invariant mass spectrum according to the DFN model. A reweighting of the Fermi motion distribution is used to obtain distributions for different values ofΛ SF and λ SF 1 . Finally, the fragmentation of the X u system into final state hadrons is performed by JETSET [10] . The exclusive charmless semileptonic decays are simulated using the ISGW2 model [11] . The resonant and non-resonant components are combined such that the total branching fraction is consistent with the measured value [1] and that the integrated spectrum agrees with the prediction of Ref. [5] . The resulting m X distributions for charged and neutral B mesons are shown in Fig. 3 . All branching fractions and theory parameters involved in this reweighting are varied within their errors in the evaluation of the associated uncertainty.
While we were writing this paper we became aware of a preliminary interpretation of the b → sγ energy spectrum measured by Belle [12] . The resulting ∆χ 2 = 1 contour is shown in Fig. 2 : it is consistent with the CLEO one and has smaller uncertainties. A visible shift of the central value of the measured quantities is expected though because the best fit result from Belle is outside the 1σ CLEO contour. Since there was not enough time to combine the two results, from Belle and CLEO, we prefer to report the results with the CLEO ellipse as primary results and quote the results with the Belle ellipse as a reference for future developments.
Theoretical Acceptance Estimates
The M X -q 2 analysis results in the partial branching fraction for charmless semileptonic decays in selected phase space regions. To translate it into a measurement of the total branching fraction, and therefore |V ub |, we need the fraction of events inside the measurement region (referred to as "acceptance" in the rest of the paper) as an external input. We choose the results of Bauer, Ligeti and Luke [6] for the acceptance corrections. These authors perform an operator-productexpansion-based calculation which includes O(α 2 s ) and O(1/m 2 b ) corrections in a region of phase space where the non-perturbative effects due to the shape function are small. Their results show that the theoretical uncertainties due to the extrapolation to the full phase space can be significantly reduced with respect to a measurement based on a single M X cut by moving the M X cut to the highest practical value allowed by the charm semileptonic background, and by reducing the q 2 cut as low as possible. As a cross-check, acceptances computed with the DFN model presented in the previous section are also used in the M X -q 2 analysis.
Simulation of Background Processes
In order to estimate the shape of the background distributions we make use of simulations of e + e − → Υ (4S) → BB with the B mesons decaying inclusively. The most relevant backgrounds are due to B → X c ℓν events. The simulation of these processes uses an HQET parametrization of form factors for B → D * ℓν [13] , and models for B → D ( * ) πℓν [14] , and B → Dℓν, D * * ℓν [11] .
Common Analysis Aspects
The event selection and reconstruction and the measurements of branching fractions follow closely the strategy described in Ref. [1] and represents the common base for the analyses presented here. However, each analysis may differ in some details. This is particularly true for the measurement of exclusive branching fractions. This section describes aspects in common to all studies. Details specific to each analysis are provided in the following sections.
Event Reconstruction and Selection
In this paper we study the recoil of fully reconstructed B in hadronic decay modes (B reco ), which is a moderately pure sample with known flavor and four-momentum. We select B reco decays of the type B → DY , where D refers to a charm meson, and Y represents a collection of hadrons with a total charge of ±1, composed of n 1 π ± + n 2 K ± + n 3 K 0 S + n 4 π 0 , where n 1 + n 2 < 6, n 3 < 3, and n 4 < 3. Using D − and D * − (D 0 and D * 0 ) as seeds for B 0 (B + ) decays, we reconstruct about 1000 different decay chains. Overall, we correctly reconstruct one B candidate in 0.3% (0.5%) of the B 0 B 0 (B + B − ) events. The kinematic consistency of a B reco candidate with a B meson decay is checked using two variables, the beam-energy-substituted mass m ES = s/4 − p 2 B and the energy difference, ∆E = E B − √ s/2. Here √ s refers to the total energy in the Υ (4S) center of mass frame, and − → p B and E B denote the momentum and energy of the B reco candidate in the same frame. For signal events the m ES distribution peaks at the B meson mass, while ∆E is consistent with zero. We require ∆E = 0 within approximately three standard deviations.
A semileptonic decay of the other B meson (B recoil ) is identified by the presence of a charged lepton with momentum in the B recoil rest frame (p * ) higher than 1 GeV/c . In addition, the detection of missing energy and momentum in the event is taken as evidence for the presence of a neutrino. The hadronic system X is reconstructed from charged tracks and energy depositions in the calorimeter that are not associated with the B reco candidate or the identified lepton. Care is taken to eliminate fake charged tracks, as well as low-energy beam-generated photons and energy depositions in the calorimeter from charged and neutral hadrons. The neutrino four-momentum p ν is estimated from the missing momentum four-vector p miss = p Υ (4S) − p Breco − p X − p ℓ , where all momenta are measured in the laboratory frame, and p Υ (4S) refers to the Υ (4S) meson.
Undetected particles and measurement uncertainties affect the determination of the fourmomenta of the X system and neutrino, and lead to a large leakage of B → X c ℓν background from the high M X into the low M X region. To improve the resolution on these four-momenta this analysis exploits the well-known kinematics of the e + e − → Υ (4S) → BB process and performs a two-constraint kinematic fit to the whole event.
In the sample of reconstructed B decays two backgrounds need to be considered: the combinatorial background from BB and continuum events, due to random association of tracks and neutral clusters, which does not peak in m ES , and the BB background whose m ES distribution has the same shape as the signal. After applying all selection criteria, the remaining combinatorial background is subtracted by performing an unbinned likelihood fit to the m ES distribution. In this fit, the combinatorial background originating from e + e − →(q = u, d, s, c) continuum and BB events is described by an empirical threshold function [15] , and the signal is described by a modified Gaussian [16] peaked at the B meson mass.
To reject the background in the sample of semileptonic decays we require exactly one charged lepton with p * >1 GeV/c, a total event charge of zero, and a missing mass consistent with zero (m 2 miss < 0.5 GeV 2 /c 4 ). These criteria partly suppress the dominant B → X c ℓν decays, many of which contain an additional neutrino or an undetected K 0 L meson. We explicitly veto the B 0 → D * + ℓ − ν background by searching candidates for such a decay with a partial reconstruction technique, that is only identifying the π + s from the D * + → D 0 π + s decay and the lepton: since the momentum of the π + s is almost collinear with the D * + momentum in the laboratory frame, we can approximate the energy of the D * + as E D * + ≃ m D * + · E πs /145 MeV/c 2 and estimate the neutrino mass as
Events with m 2 ν > −3 GeV 2 /c 4 are likely to be background events and are rejected. Finally, we veto events with charged or neutral kaons in the recoil B to reduce the peaking background from B → X c ℓν decays. Charged kaons are identified [7] with an efficiency varying between 60% at the highest and almost 100% at the lowest momenta. The pion misidentification rate is about 2%. The K 0 S → π + π − decays are reconstructed with an efficiency of 80% from pairs of oppositely charged tracks with an invariant mass between 486 and 510 MeV/c 2 .
Measurement of Charmless Semileptonic Branching Ratios
To reduce the systematic uncertainties in the derivation of branching fractions, the observed number of signal events, corrected for peaking background and efficiency, is normalized to the total number of semileptonic decays B → Xℓν in the recoil of the B reco candidates. The number of observed B reco events which contain a charged lepton with p * > 1 GeV/c is denoted as N meas 
Here ǫ sl l refers to the efficiency for selecting a lepton from a semileptonic B decay with a momentum above p cut in an event with a reconstructed B with efficiency ǫ sl t . Figure 4 shows the result of the m ES fit used to determine N meas If we denote as N meas u the number of events fitted in the sample after all requirements, and with BG u the peaking background coming from semileptonic decays other than the signal, the true number of signal events N true u is related to them by
where the signal efficiency ǫ u sel accounts for all selection criteria applied on the sample after the requirement of a high momentum lepton.
To measure BG u in the inclusive studies, the peaking background (BG u ) is estimated by performing a χ 2 fit on the M X or M X -q 2 distributions, resulting from m ES fits in individual M X or M X -q 2 bins, with the shape of the background estimated from Monte Carlo simulation, and its normalization free to vary. An example of such a χ 2 fit for the M X analysis is shown in Fig. 5 . For the exclusive analysis the background normalization is taken from Monte Carlo scaled to the data luminosity.
The ratio between the branching fractions for the signal and B → Xℓν decays is
The efficiency ratio is expected to be close to, but not equal to unity. Due to the difference in multiplicity and the different lepton momentum spectra, we expect the tag efficiency ǫ t and lepton efficiency ǫ l to be slightly different for the two classes of events. The signal branching fraction is then obtained from R u/sl using the B → X c ℓν branching ratio measured in BABAR, B(B → X c ℓν) = (10.61 ± 0.16(exp.) ± 0.06(theo.))% [17] . (4) which, given the previous BABAR measurement for the charmless semileptonic branching ratio [1] , corresponds to a total semileptonic branching fraction of B(B → Xℓν) = (10.83 ± 0.19)%.
Systematic Uncertainties
Most of the systematic uncertainties are common to all analyses. Uncertainties related to the reconstruction of charged tracks are determined by removing randomly a fraction of tracks corresponding to the uncertainty in the track finding efficiency (1.3% for tracks with transverse momentum p ⊥ > 0.2 GeV/c and 2.5% for tracks with p ⊥ < 0.2 GeV/c). The systematic error due to the reconstruction of neutral particles in the EMC is studied by varying the resolution and efficiency to match those found in control samples in data. We estimate the systematic error due to particle identification by varying the electron and kaon identification efficiencies by ±2% and the muon identification efficiency by ±3%. The misidentification probabilities are varied by 15% for all particles.
The uncertainty of the B reco combinatorial background subtraction is estimated by changing the signal shape function to a Gaussian function instead of the empirical function of Ref. [16] . We evaluated the effect of cross-feed between B 0 and B + decays by repeating the analysis with only the B 0 B 0 or the B + B − Monte Carlo.
The impact of the charm semileptonic branching fractions has been estimated by varying each of the exclusive branching fractions within one standard deviation of the current world average [18] . Similarly, the branching fractions of charm mesons have been varied, both for exclusive decays and for inclusive kaon production. To study the cross-feed among the charmless modes we also varied the number of charmless exclusive semileptonic decays by 30% for B → πℓν and B → ρℓν, by 40% for B → ωℓν and by 100% for the remaining exclusive charmless semileptonic B decays.
In presenting the results the systematic effects are divided into the following categories: uncertainties related to detector and reconstruction simulation (tracking reconstruction, neutral reconstruction, lepton identification, charged Kaon identification), σ det ; uncertainties related to the theoretical model of the non-resonant b → uℓν decays, σ theo ; uncertainties related to other aspects of the b → uℓν simulation ( resonant signal decay branching fractions, ss production, hadronization, etc.), σ ulν ; uncertainties due to the limited available Monte Carlo statistics (σ M Cstat ); uncertainties related to background simulation and subtraction (B → D ( * , * * ) ℓν and D branching fractions, fit to the M X distribution), σ bkg ; uncertainties related to the subtraction of the combinatorial background and cross-feed, σ breco .
One-dimensional M X analysis
We already published a measurement of |V ub | on B → X u ℓν events with M X < 1.55 GeV/c 2 [1] and subtracting backgrounds with a one-dimensional fit to the M X distribution (see 
which translates into a total inclusive branching fraction B(B → X u ℓν) = (2.53 ± 0.29(stat.) ± 0.28(sys.)
From the relationship between the inclusive branching fraction and |V ub | (obtained from Eq. 2 in Ref. [4] having updated the OPE parameters to the measurement of BABAR [17] )
Here the average B 0 and B ± lifetime is τ B = 1.604 ps [19] . The "OP E + m b " uncertainty is due to perturbative and non perturbative corrections , and to the uncertainty on the b-quark mass (m b ).
We then obtain
consistent within the shape function errors with the published |V ub | = (4.62 ± 0.28(stat.) ± 0.28(sys.) ± 0.40(theo.) ± 0.26(OPE + m b )) × 10 −3 .
Unfolding the M X Spectrum
The observed M X spectrum is one of the main results of the M X analysis (see Fig. 5 ). In order to convert this into a universal observable, we need to unfold detector and selection effects. To increase sensitivity to the true distribution, the spectrum is re-binned in 310 MeV/c 2 bins in order to match the resolution. From the measured M X spectrum, represented by a vector, − → x meas , we extract the unfolded spectrum, − → x tru . The relationship between the two spectra is A − → x tru = − → x meas [20] , where the detector response matrix A describes the effects of limited efficiency and finite resolution of the measurement. A is estimated on signal MC with the hybrid model described in Sec. 2.1 and with Λ SF and λ SF 1 set to te CLEO best fit values. To reduce systematic uncertainties the simulation has been refined: to account for the unknown details of the fragmentation of quarks into hadrons, we divide the sample into several categories according to the event multiplicity of charged and neutral particles and adjust the fraction of events in each category in MC to match the one observed in data.
In practice, A is a non-invertible matrix. Additionally, the uncertainties on the measured spectrum have to be taken into account adequately. We use an unfolding method based on a singular value decomposition of the detector response matrix and a suitable regularization procedure of the unfolded result as described in Ref. [20] .
The systematic uncertainties considered are those described in Sec. 3. The systematic effects on the measured spectrum − → x meas are evaluated, each giving rise to a covariance matrix, C meas k , on the measured spectrum. To propagate the covariance matrices for the measured distribution of M X ( C meas k ) to covariance matrices on the unfolded spectrum C unf k , two different approaches have been taken depending on whether the response matrix is affected by the systematic under study. In the case of a constant response matrix, e.g. for background modelling, the observed spectrum is smeared a large number of times according to C meas k , the spectra are unfolded and the variations of the result in each bin give rise to C unf k . When the systematics affect the response matrix, e.g. for tracking and neutral efficiencies, the whole measurement is redone with the appropriate changes in reconstruction and the spread serves for the determination of C unf k . The covariance matrix C unf is computed as a sum of the individual covariance matrices arising from the different systematic errors, C unf = k C unf k . The resulting unfolded spectrum needs to be corrected for a small possible bias arising from the regularization procedure. To estimate this bias we use the unfolded spectrum − → x unf , apply the detector response matrix A to it and fluctuate the resulting spectrum using the covariance matrix on the measured spectrum. These spectra are then unfolded and the bin-by-bin mean deviation from the original − → x unf is taken as bias. Figure 6 shows the unfolded spectrum − → x unf normalized to unit area and its cumulative. The errors on the spectrum are given by the square-roots of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix C unf . Detailed listings of − → x unf and C unf are given in Table 7 and 8 in Appendix A. The uncertainties on the cumulative distribution take the bin-by-bin correlations of the unfolded spectrum into account. In Fig. 6 we also show a comparison of the data with Monte Carlo samples simulated with SF parameters corresponding to the CLEO best fit and extremes of the ∆χ 2 = 1 contour. The sensitivity of these spectra to the SF parameters is comparable with the CLEO b → sγ constraint.
Unfolding results
Finally, we compute the first moment
f (M X )dM X ) from the unfolded spectrum f (M X ), for different upper bounds M X,0 on the M X spectrum. Table 1 1.86 GeV/c 2 . The quoted uncertainties take the bin-by-bin correlations of the unfolded spectrum into account. With a higher precision of the measurement it will be interesting to use moments of the hadronic mass spectrum to constrain the shape function parameters. 
The M X analysis is systematically limited by the dependence on the shape function. This can be overcome by selecting a phase space region where the shape function effects are small, namely the region at large q 2 values [6] . Therefore we find a trade-off between the statistical and theoretical uncertainties by loosening the M X cut and applying a q 2 one. Moreover, since most of the theoretical uncertainties are due to the extrapolation from a selected kinematic region to the full phase Figure 7 : Distributions of q 2 in bins of M X . Points are data, the blue, light gray and yellow histograms represent the fitted contributions from b → uℓν events with true M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 , q 2 > 8 GeV 2 /c 4 , b → uℓν events not satisfying these requirements, and background events, respectively. space, measurements of partial branching fractions in different regions of phase space and their extrapolation to the full phase space can serve as tests of the theoretical calculations and models.
In order to extract the partial charmless semileptonic branching ratio in a given region of the M X -q 2 plane ∆B(B → X u ℓν), we define as signal the events with true values of the kinematic variables in the chosen region, treating as background those that migrate from outside this region because of the resolution. This means that in applying Eq. 3 we include the b → uℓν events outside the signal region in BG u and the quoted efficiencies refer only to events generated in the chosen (M X -q 2 ) region. These efficiencies are computed on Monte Carlo, and therefore are based on the DFN model. However, the associated theoretical uncertainty on the final result is small compared to the extrapolation error to the full phase space. We divide the events into two-dimensional bins of M X and q 2 , we fit the m ES distribution to extract the yield in each bin, and we perform a two-dimensional binned fit of the entire M X -q 2 distribution in order to extract the signal and background components. The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 8a and Table 2 show, for M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 , the partial branching fraction ∆B(B → X u ℓν)
as a function of the minimum q 2 cut. We convert the measured ∆B(B → X u ℓν) into |V ub | by
where τ B = 1.61ps and G is a theoretical parameter calculated in the BLL approach [6] . The first factor under the square root is 192π 3 /(τ B G 2 F m 5 b ) = 0.00779. The measured |V ub | as a function of the q 2 cut is shown in Fig. 8b for the acceptances computed by BLL and by DFN. Note that, since the operator product expansion breaks down when going to low q 2 , the BLL calculation is only possible for higher values of q 2 .
The error on the acceptance as computed by BLL increases for tighter cuts on q 2 . For smaller values of q 2 , the shape function effects increase. In the signal region q 2 > 8 GeV 2 /c 4 , M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 we obtain:
/c 4 ) = (0.88±0.14(stat.)±0.13(sys.)±0.02(theo.))×10 −3 . (10) To extract |V ub |, we take G as computed by BLL and rescale it to the b-quark mass as measured by BABAR [17] , obtaining G = 0.282 ± 0.053, corresponding to an acceptance ǫ BLL = 0.325 ± 0.061. Eq. 9 yields |V ub | = (4.92 ± 0.39(stat.) ± 0.36(sys.) ± 0.46(theo.)) × 10 −3 .
In the DFN model the calculated acceptance is ǫ = 0.337
−0.074 and by using Equation 7 we obtain |V ub | = (4.85 ± 0.39(stat.) ± 0.36(sys.)
+0.54
−0.29 (theo.)) × 10 −3 , in agreement with the extraction based on BLL, as well as with the result form the one-dimensional M X fit. Figure 8 shows the measured values for |V ub | as a function of the q 2 cut for M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 , showing good consistency between the different cuts and theoretical framework. Checks were done also with a looser (M X < 1.86 GeV/c 2 ) and a tighter (M X < 1.5 GeV/c 2 ) cut on M X , and they give consistent results. Table 2 : Partial branching fraction measurements (in 10 −3 units) for M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 and q 2 > q 2 cut , as a function of q 2 cut . The different sources of uncertainty (as described in 3.3) are also reported. 
Results based on Belle's estimate of the SF parameters
We report here the results obtained with the SF parameters as estimated from the b → sγ photon energy spectrum measured by Belle (see Sec. 2.1) and we reinterpret our results by using them in the M X and M X -q 2 analyses. The acceptance obtained for the DFN model is lower, and therefore the charmless semileptonic branching fraction and |V ub | are higher. The theoretical systematics due to the shape function parameters is reduced, due to the significantly better precision.
For the M X analysis we get 
As far as the unfolding is concerned, Fig. 9 compares the measured spectra with the distributions corresponding to the SF parameters measured by Belle.
The partial branching fraction measurements as a function of the q 2 cut obtained by the M Xq 2 analysis are reported, for M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 , in Table 3 .
The measurement of the partial branching fraction B(B → X u ℓν) in the region limited by M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 ,
/c 4 ) = (0.90 ± 0.14(stat.) ± 0.14(sys.)
+0.01
−0.02 (theo.)) × 10 −3 .
By using G = 0.282 ± 0.053 from BLL, we get
The DFN acceptance computed at M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 and q 2 > 8 ( GeV/c 2 ) 2 with the Belle SF parameters is ǫ = 0.300 Figure 10 shows the results for |V ub | as a function of the q 2 cut for M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 , for both DFN and BLL. The two models are still consistent within the present accuracies. The stability of the result and the agreement between the two methods seems to indicate that OPE is still valid in this q 2 range.
Measurement of Exclusive Charmless Semileptonic Branching Fractions 8.1 Reconstruction of Exclusive Modes.
The reconstruction and selection of the events follows closely the one described in Sec. 3. Hadrons are reconstructed in the following modes:
• π 0 candidates are defined as pairs of photons with an energy in the laboratory E γ > 30 MeV. In order to further reject combinatorial background we apply a cut on the energy of the more energetic photon in the recoiling B meson rest frame at E * γ > 300 MeV.
• ρ 0 candidates are reconstructed using pairs of charged tracks with opposite charge assuming the pion mass. A cut on the momentum of the pions in the recoiling B meson rest frame is applied. The tracks are ordered depending on their momentum and we apply a cut on the more energetic track at p * π > 350 MeV/c and on the other one at p * π > 150 MeV/c. • ρ + candidates are reconstructed using one charged track (with opposite charge with respect to the most energetic lepton in the recoil) and one π 0 . We apply a cut on the momentum of the π 0 momentum at p * π 0 > 150 MeV/c. Table 3 : BELLE ellipse: Partial branching fraction ∆B(B → X u ℓν) measurements (in 10 −3 units) for different q 2 cuts. M X is required to be less than 1.7 GeV/c 2 . The different sources of uncertainties are also reported. • ω candidates are reconstructed in the mode ω → π + π − π 0 (B(ω → π + π − π 0 ) = 89.1%) by using pairs of charged tracks with opposite charge and one π 0 . In order to further reject combinatorics we apply a cut rejecting combinations that are at the edge of the Dalitz plot of the three pions.
• η candidates are reconstructed in three decay modes: η → γγ (BF = 39.4%), η → π + π − π 0 (BF = 22.6%) and η → π 0 π 0 π 0 (BF = 32.5%).
• η ′ candidates are reconstructed in two decay modes: η ′ → ργ (BF = 29.5%) and η ′ → ηπ + π − (BF = 44.3%). We apply cuts on the mass of the daughters at 0.508 GeV/c 2 < M η < 0.588 GeV/c 2 and 0.625 GeV/c 2 < M ρ 0 < 0.925 GeV/c 2 .
• a 0 0 and a + 0 candidates are reconstructed in the ηπ 0 mode. η's are required to have a reconstructed mass within the range 0.518 GeV/c 2 < M η < 0.578 GeV/c 2 . We assume a BreitWigner width of 71 ± 7 MeV/c 2 [21] for both a 0 0 and a + 0 .
In addition to these criteria we also select mass windows around the nominal meson masses as detailed in Table 4 8
.2 Event based cuts
The event variables used to reject background are the same as described in Sec. 3, but the cut values are different and have been optimized mode by mode. Also, the missing mass squared (m 2 miss ) is computed from the lepton and just the charged tracks and photon candidates that form one of the specific hadronic final states we are looking for. This means that if more than one mode is reconstructed in a given event, more than one value of m 2 miss is calculated. For each decay mode the best candidate in an event is chosen on the basis of the χ 2 built from the reconstructed invariant mass of the resonance daughter and m 2 miss . In addition we have applied discriminating variables: the total photon energy (E neutral ), the invariant mass of the lepton and the charged track (m trk ), the number of reconstructed π 0 and charged tracks in the recoil. A summary of selection criteria per mode is shown in Table 4 . Common cuts
0.263 ± 0.007 0.154 ± 0.004 
Systematic Uncertainties
The systematics are summarized in Table 5 . The sources common to the other analyses are described in Sec. 3, but there are also sources of systematic uncertainty which are specific to this exclusive analysis. We evaluate the impact of different form factor calculations changing the ISGW2 model (our default) to light cone sum rule calculations by reweighting events. This error is included in σ ulν .
The systematic effect due to the non-resonant structure has been evaluated by using a different mixture that allows the non-resonant contribution to go down to 2π masses (the same model used in the inclusive analysis [1] ). The B − → ρ 0 ℓν channel has a different treatment since the π + π − non-resonant contamination may not be negligible and it cannot be distinguished from the signal component. In order to quantify the non-resonant contribution we use an approach that is very similar to the one described in [22] . From measurements of e + e − data and τ decays and from Bose symmetry considerations the non-resonant contribution has to come from the isospin I = 0 component. The isospin relationships therefore predict no non-resonant component in B 0 → ρ + ℓν , and a ratio 2:1 between the non resonant contribution due to B − → π 0 π 0 ℓν and B − → π + π − ℓν. By measuring the B − → π 0 π 0 ℓν from our data we obtain
in the mass region 0.6 GeV/c 2 < m(π 0 π 0 ) < 1.0 GeV/c 2 . The 68% C.L. upper limit is used to evaluate the systematic uncertainty due to the non-resonant component. In the following we will quote B(B − → "ρ 0 " ℓν ), assuming no non-resonant contribution since we measured a rate for B − → π 0 π 0 ℓν which is compatible with zero. On the other hand this systematic uncertainty is taken into account in the combination of the B 0 → ρ + ℓν , B − → ρ 0 ℓν and B − → ωℓν results where isospin and quark model relations are used (see next section). This component is included in σ bkg . Table 5 : Summary of the systematic uncertainties in the measurement of the R u/sl defined in Eq. 3. 
Results of the exclusive measurements.
For the extraction of the ratio of branching ratios we use Equation 3. The only difference is in the inclusive semileptonic branching ratios since we use B(B 0 → Xℓν) = (10.4 ± 0.3)% and B(B − → Xℓν) = (11.3 ± 0.3)%, obtained from the inclusive semileptonic branching ratio [17] and the lifetime ratio between neutral and charged B mesons [18] . The results are summarized in Table  6 . In Figs. 11-19 the projections of the result on the reconstructed mass and on the m 2 miss variable are shown for each mode. All selection criteria are applied except for the ones on the variable that is plotted. Since the branching ratios of the a 0 0 , a + 0 decays are not known, the results for these channels will include the a 0 0 → ηπ 0 and a + 0 → ηπ + branching ratios. Note nevertheless that they are known to be close to unity because they are dominant decay modes.
We obtain: 
where the errors on B(B → Xℓν) are added in quadrature. The rates for exclusive decays involving π + and π 0 and ρ + , ρ 0 , and ω can be constrained by the following isospin and quark model relations:
and it is possible to combine the results. Using a lifetime ratio of We also set 90% C.L. upper limits on the B − → ηℓν , B − → η ′ ℓν , B − → a 0 0 ℓν , and B 0 → a + 0 ℓν branching fractions:
Conclusions
Preliminary results on charmless semileptonic B decays have been obtained on a sample of 88 million Υ (4S) → BB decays collected by the BABAR experiment at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy B factory at SLAC, in events in which one B meson decaying to a hadronic final state is fully reconstructed and the semileptonic decay of the second B meson is identified by the detection of a charged lepton. We have explored several new approaches to the study of B → X u ℓν decays, most of which are statistically limited and some of which are already competitive with the best existing measurements. 
From the two-dimensional distribution of M X and q 2 , the squared invariant mass of the two leptons, we derive the partial branching fraction for M X < 1.7 GeV/c 2 , q 2 > 8 GeV 2 /c 4 to be ∆B(B → X u ℓν) = (0.88 ± 0.14(stat.) ± 0.13(sys.) ± 0.02(theo.)) × 10 −3 .
From these two measurements, utilizing the calculation of the fraction of events in the selected phase space region from DFN [5] and BLL [6] in the M X and M X -q 2 analysis respectively, we can extract respectively. These results are competitive with the current world average 7 |V ub | = (4.57 ± 0.61) × 10 −3 . The theoretical error is dominated by the uncertainty on the shape function parameters. In the process of writing this paper we were informed of an improved determination of these parameters from the photon energy spectrum measured by Belle in b → sγ decays (see Sec. 2.1). Utilizing these new constraints on the shape function parameters we get to be compared with the measured values of |V ub | in Eq. 21. These results show that the determination of the shape function parameters is critical to these measurements. Furthermore the two approaches deal differently with the shape function parameterizations: in particular the BLL approach does not correct the acceptance for shape function effects but assigns a large error. The corresponding result is therefore more stable but returns a worse error than the DFN approach in case of accurate determinations of the shape function parameters. On the other side, the dependence of the |V ub | measurement as a function of the requirement on q 2 (Fig. 8) shows that both models reproduce the signal q 2 distribution well.
The reconstructed M X spectrum is also used to unfold the M X distribution for B → X u ℓν events and to measure its first and second moments (see Table 1 ). With a higher statistics data sample, these measurements can be used to constrain the shape function parameters.
From the same data sample, several exclusive charmless semileptonic B decays are identified and their branching fractions measured (see Sec. 8.4). Imposing isospin and quark-model relationships we derive: B(B → πℓν) = (1.08 ± 0.28(stat.) ± 0.16(sys.)) × 10 −4 , B(B → ρℓν) = (2.57 ± 0.52(stat.) ± 0.59(sys.)) × 10 −4 .
Although these measurements are still statistically limited, the signal samples are very clean and are selected with very loose criteria which will allow the measurement of form factors with somewhat larger data samples.
We are grateful for the extraordinary contributions of our PEP-II A The Unfolded Spectrum and the Covariance Matrix Table 8 : Full covariance matrix on the fraction of B → X u ℓν in the unfolded M X spectrum (as in Table 7) ). All numbers are in 10 −4 . A version with a higher number of digits can be obtained from the authors. 
